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with Ceramide - PCD® From Oryza
AMAZING SKIN, HAIR & CELL Renewal*
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PHYTOCERAMIDES

Ceramide PCD From Rice Versus Wheat
Derived Ceramides

We combined patented and gluten free phytoceramides from rice, along with
Vitamins A, C, D, & E for a revolutionary approach to skin care. They key is
Ceramide-PCD from Oryza. This all-natural, rice-based ingredient strengthens your
cells and allows your skin to retain more moisture, naturally where you need it.*

May Help...
INCREASE
Skin Hydration*

An alternative to a facelift may be as simple as taking this Phytoceramide formula. Supporting beauty from
the inside out, our exclusive formula may help to reduce fine lines and wrinkles and improve the structural
integrity of the skin.Taken orally it improves the cells you see, as well as those you don't see within your body.
Once taken as directed, cracked and damaged skin is moisturized. Cells throughout your body rebuild,
rejuvenating you from the inside out.Clinical tests of the active ingredient, Ceramide-PCD, measured an
improvement in moisture retention and appearance with a decrease in dryness and roughness. The bottom
line is our supplement does what no lotion or cream can. It works with your body to improve the look and feel
of your skin, hair and even your other cells within.*

Ceramide -PCD Clinical Results

REDUCE
Itchiness & Redness*
MINIMIZE
Fine Lines & Wrinkles*
PROMOTE
Skin Smoothness*
FIGHT
Signs of Aging Visibly
and from Within*
100%
Satisfaction Guaranteed

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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